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Abstract
Perception of faces and voices plays a prominent role in human social interaction,
making multisensory integration of cross-modal speech a topic of great interest
in cognitive neuroscience. How to define potential sites of multisensory inte-
gration using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is currently under
debate, with three statistical criteria frequently used (e.g. super-additive, max
and mean criteria). In the present fMRI study, 20 participants were scanned in a
block design under three stimulus conditions: dynamic unimodal face, unimodal
voice and bimodal face-voice. Using this single dataset, we examine all these sta-
tistical criteria in an attempt to define loci of face-voice integration. While the
super-additive and mean criteria essentially revealed regions in which one of the
unimodal responses was a deactivation, the max criteria appeared stringent and
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only highlighted the left hippocampus as a potential site of face-voice integra-
tion. Psychophysiological interaction analysis showed that connectivity between
occipital and temporal cortices increased during bimodal compared to unimodal
conditions. We concluded that, when investigating multisensory integration with
fMRI, all these criteria should be used in conjunction with manipulation of stim-
ulus signal-to-noise ratio and/or cross-modal congruency.
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1. Introduction
Integrating information provided by the face and the voice plays an important
role in human social interaction. Hence, it is a topic of great interest in both psy-
chophysical and neuroimaging investigations of multisensory integration (Cam-
panella and Belin, 2007). Here we present a functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI) study designed to investigate the cerebral mechanisms involved in the
integration of face/voice information and the statistical criteria used to classify
such integration.
Considerable knowledge has already been accumulated about the unimodal
processing of faces at both the behavioural and cerebral levels (for an extensive
review of both, see Hole and Bourne, 2010). Our understanding of how humans
process voices is less advanced yet clearly an important topic of research and con-
sequently, a growing body of knowledge has begun to develop (for reviews, see
Belin et al., 2004; Latinus and Belin, 2011). In relation to cross-modal perception
of speech, there is extensive behavioural evidence that the auditory and visual cues
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to speech interact with each other. As early as 1954, it was shown that speech per-
ception is enhanced in noisy environments when congruent visual information is
available (Sumby and Pollack, 1954); a finding subsequently supported and ex-
tended (Grant et al., 1998; Ma et al., 2009; Ross et al., 2007). For various tasks,
decreased reaction times have been observed for congruent face and voice in-
formation, while increased reaction times are found for incongruent stimuli (e.g.
Besle et al., 2004; Latinus et al., 2010). A clear example of face/voice interac-
tion at the behavioural level is the McGurk-effect, which is generally cited as an
example of visual speech interfering with auditory speech to produce an illusory
percept (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976; Tiippana et al., 2011; van Wassenhove
and Nagarajan, 2007); recent work however shows that this interference is actu-
ally bidirectional (Baart and Vroomen, 2010). It is clear from the behavioural
evidence that during perception there is interaction between the auditory and vi-
sual information provided by the face and voice. Such insights, along with con-
siderable physiological evidence of multisensory integration at the neuronal level
(for a recent review, see Stein and Stanford, 2008), have led many to investigate
the cerebral mechanisms of face-voice integration (reviewed in, Campanella and
Belin, 2007).
There has been much discussion however around the pros and cons of the sta-
tistical criteria used to classify multisensory integration when comparing bimodal
to unimodal conditions using fMRI (Beauchamp, 2005; Calvert, 2001; Goebel
and van Atteveldt, 2009; Laurienti et al., 2005; Stein et al., 2009). The three main
criteria used in fMRI research are: 1) the super-additive criteria, which requires
the bimodal response to be greater than the sum of both unimodal responses; 2)
the max criteria that requires the bimodal response to be greater than the largest
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unimodal response and; 3) the mean criteria requiring the bimodal response to
be greater than the mean of the unimodal responses. Under the super-additivity
criteria, portions of the, temporal, occipital, parietal and frontal lobes have all
been proposed as part of a face/voice integration network. Two recent fMRI stud-
ies, for example, report responses located in subregions of all these lobes to be
higher for cross-modal speech than the sum of both unimodal responses (Joassin
et al., 2011a, b). Similarly, Calvert et al. (1999) reported enhanced activity in
regions of the temporal and occipital lobes for audiovisual speech perception rel-
ative to perceiving each cue in isolation. In a follow up study, this group also
reported super-additive responses in the temporal, occipital, parietal and frontal
lobes, whilst focusing there discussion on left posterior superior temporal sulcus,
as it also displayed a congruency effect (Calvert et al., 2000). Using the max cri-
teria, others (Kreifelts et al., 2007; Szycik et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2003) have
found bilateral superior temporal cortex (STC) to be loci of face-voice integration.
We are not aware of any fMRI studies that have used the mean criteria to implicate
brain regions as sites of integration for face and voice, however, for non-speech
stimuli it has been used to classify areas of STC as multisensory (e.g. Beauchamp
et al., 2004).
The three criteria outlined above are frequently used to identify loci of multi-
sensory integration in fMRI; yet, few studies directly compare those criteria within
the same experiment (Beauchamp, 2005). However, it is also noteworthy that they
are not the only statistical criteria used, particularly in neurophysiological stud-
ies. For example, sub-additivity, in which the audiovisual response is less than the
sum of the unimodal responses, reflects multisensory integration in single-neuron
recordings (e.g. Stanford et al., 2005; Perrault et al., 2005). In regards to au-
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diovisual speech research using fMRI, sub-additivity has been interpreted as rep-
resentative of multisensory inhibition produced by incongruent stimuli (Calvert
et al., 2000). As we do not manipulate stimulus congruence we do not test for
sub-additivity in this experiment; nevertheless, using a single dataset, we do test
three statistical criteria (super-additivity, max and mean criteria) frequently used
in fMRI research.
Experimental methods also exist that can either circumvent the need for these
statistical criteria of integration or can be used in conjunction with them. For ex-
ample, manipulations of the congruency (e.g. Calvert et al., 2001; Szycik et al.,
2008) and signal strength of stimulus cues (Stevenson and James, 2009) have
implicated STC as a site of audiovisual speech integration. Analysing the con-
nectivity between regions found involved in the integration of face and voice
has also helped to understand the cerebral mechanisms involved (e.g. Nath and
Beauchamp, 2011; Noppeney et al., 2008).
In the current fMRI study, we further investigate the cerebral mechanisms of
face-voice integration by presenting participants with either unimodal or bimodal
speech stimuli. Using the same data set, we examine the influence of using dif-
ferent statistical criteria on which regions are classified as integrating face and
voice information (Beauchamp, 2005). Unlike previous work with similar speech
stimuli (e.g. Calvert et al., 2000; Joassin et al., 2011a, b), when comparing uni-
modal to bimodal speech perception we present the results for all of the three
main statistical criteria. We also used psychophysiological interaction (PPI) anal-
ysis (Friston et al., 1997) to add to the growing evidence on the connectivity be-
tween regions involved in audiovisual face/voice perception (e.g. Joassin et al.,
2011a, b; Kreifelts et al., 2007; Nath and Beauchamp, 2011; von Kriegstein et al.,
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2005). Our design enabled us to investigate which regions are generally involved
in unimodal speech perception and in particular to confirm whether visual speech
cues alone, make use of areas in temporal cortex generally regarded as auditory
regions (e.g. Puce et al., 1998).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Twenty right-handed native English speakers (10 female, age range = 20 to
30, mean = 24) participated in the study. All participants had normal or corrected
to normal vision and reported having no hearing difficulties or any history of neu-
rological disorders. The experiment was approved by the University of Glasgow
ethics committee and participants gave informed written consent and were paid
for participation.
2.2. Stimuli
Stimuli were dynamic audiovisual movies (25 frames per second) of either,
a native English speaker saying ”tomorrow” or a native Italian speaker saying
”domani” (which is tomorrow in Italian). The visual component contained the
full face and covered a visual angle of 22◦ in height and 15◦ in width (Fig. 1).
Total duration of each word stimuli was 1.6s, which included 360ms of fade-in
and fade-out. For baseline a black background with a central white fixation cross
was used.
Stimuli were presented using MATLAB 2007b (MATHWORKS Inc., Natick,
MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (PTB3) extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997) running on a PC. The auditory stimulus cue was presented via NordicNeu-
roLab electrostatic headphones at approximately 90dB: a compromise between
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a sound level loud enough to exceed the scanner noise and one relatively com-
fortable for participants. The visual cue was displayed through NordicNeuroLab
VisualSystem goggles.
2.3. Procedure
Speech stimuli were presented in one of three stimulus conditions, audio alone
(A), video alone (V) or audiovisual (AV), while blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) signal was measured in the fMRI scanner. Each condition was presented
separately within a block-design functional run (∼11min). Stimulation blocks, six
for each condition, lasted for 16s (5 repetitions of each nationality) and after every
stimulus block there was an 18s fixation block. The order of blocks was chosen,
separately for each participant, by randomising all six possible orderings of, A, V
and AV. At the start of the run there was a 12.5s fixation period. During stimulus
presentation participants had to respond whether the speaker was native Italian or
native English, using the index or middle finger of their right hand.
2.4. Imaging Parameters and Analysis
Functional images covering the whole brain (slices=32, field of view=210x210
mm, voxel size=3x3x3 mm) were acquired on a 3T Tim Trio Scanner (Siemens)
using an echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence (interleaved, TR=2s, TE=30ms, Flip
Angle=80◦). At the end of each fMRI session, high resolution T1-weighted im-
ages (anatomical scan) were obtained (slices=192 , field of view=256mm, voxel
size=1x1x1 mm, Flip angle=9◦, TR=1.9s, TE=2.52ms).
SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London,
UK) was used to pre-process and analyse the imaging data. First, the anatomical
scan was AC-PC centred; this correction was then applied to all the EPI volumes.
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Functional data were motion corrected using a two-pass six-parameter rigid-body
spatial transformation (Friston et al., 1996), which realigned all functional vol-
umes to the first volume of the run and subsequently realigned the volumes to
the mean volume. The anatomical scan was co-registered to the mean volume
and segmented. The anatomical and functional images were then normalised to
the Montre´al Neurological Institute (MNI) template using the parameters issued
from the segmentation keeping the voxel resolution of the original scans (1x1x1
and 3x3x3 respectively). Functional images were then smoothed with a Gaussian
function with a full-width at half maximum of 10x10x10 mm. Global linear trends
were minimised through high-pass filtering the data with a cutoff period of 128s
during statistical model estimation. All analysis was conducted in a masked skull-
stripped search volume, created by combining three matter types (white, grey and
CSF) output during the segmentation procedure.
Functional data were analysed in a two-level random-effects design. The first-
level, fixed effects individual participant analysis involved a design matrix con-
taining a separate regressor for each stimulus condition, which were entered in
the order A, V and AV. These regressors contained boxcar functions representing
the onset and offset of stimulation blocks convolved with a canonical hemody-
namic response function. To account for residual motion artefacts the realignment
parameters were also added as nuisance covariates to the design matrix. Using
the modified general linear model parameter estimates for each condition at each
voxel were calculated and then used to create contrast images for a condition rel-
ative to fixation: A>Fix, V>Fix and AV>Fix. These three contrast images, from
each participant, were taken forward into the second-level full factorial ANOVA.
This random-effects (RFX) analysis allows inferences to be made at the popula-
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tion level (Friston et al., 1999). The estimated full factorial model was used to
create group-level RFX contrast images for factors of interest. To help clarify ex-
actly what criteria of multisensory integration were used we describe all contrasts
of interest with the contrast vector used to create it in SPM (see also design matrix
insets in Fig. 2). Stimulus condition effects were tested with, A>Fix ([1 0 0]) for
voices, V>Fix ([0 1 0]) for faces and AV>Fix ([0 0 1]) for cross-modal face-voice.
As there is no task in the fixation condition participants did not need to make a re-
sponse, unlike in the stimulus conditions. Therefore, the cerebral activity related
to the response is not subtracted out in these stimulus condition contrasts. To help
elucidate and remove regions found significant in these contrasts due to there in-
volvement in planning and execution of the response we also tested for regions
displaying more activity to one unimodal condition relative to the other using
A>V ([1 -1 0]) and V>A ([-1 1 0]), which subtracts out the response component.
To examine super-additive effects we tested for regions displaying more activity
to the audiovisual face-voice condition than to the sum of the unimodal conditions
(AV>A+V, [-1 -1 1]). We used a conjunction analysis to test for regions meeting
the max criteria (AV>A∩AV>V, [-1 0 1]∩[0 -1 1]). Regions meeting the mean cri-
teria (AV>mean[A,V]) were found using the contrast [-1 -1 2] and we also tested
for those responding significantly to both unimodal conditions (A>Fix∩V>Fix,
[1 0 0]∩[0 1 0]).
Connectivity between regions during audiovisual speech perception was in-
vestigated by modeling psychophysiological interactions (Friston et al., 1997).
PPI analysis defines regions that are differentially influenced by the interaction
between the response of another (seed) region and a change in experimental fac-
tor. We investigated the connectivity of regions found significant in all of the
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three criteria by conducting a separate PPI analysis for each region/criteria com-
bination. Time-courses of volumes of interest (VOI) were derived by extracting
the first eigenvariate of a 6mm sphere centered on the peak-voxel of a region
of interest (ROI), defined at the group level. During extraction the time-courses
were adjusted for the effect of interest (omnibus F-test of all conditions). The
PPI models contained three regressors: the physiological regressor, which was
a deconvolved VOI time-course (Gitelman, 2003); the psychological variable re-
gressor representing the change in experimental factor (e.g. AV>A+V), and the
psychophysiological interaction regressor which is the product of the first two re-
gressors. Similar to the GLM analysis described above, PPI was first conducted
at the individual level before testing an RFX group analysis. The PPI analysis
for the max criterion, which involves a conjunction, was achieved by running
separate PPI models for each of AV>A and AV>V before using the results of
both in a full factorial RFX group analysis to enable the connectivity conjunction
(AV>A∩AV>V).
For all contrasts and PPI analysis, unless otherwise stated, we report voxels
reaching a significance level of p<0.05 with a family wise error (FWE) correction
to control for multiple comparisons. Labelling of significant regions followed
the automatic anatomical labelling convention (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). In
result tables the coordinates of the peak voxel within significant clusters were used
to define the anatomical location.
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Contrast: Hemisphere MNI coordinates Cluster Size T
Region (x, y, z) (voxels)
a. A>Fix:
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-45, -25, 7) 1463 14.96
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, 16, 1) 1638 14.87
Precentral Gyrus Left (-42, -19, 55) 302 9.23
Cerebellum Left (21, -52, -23) 114 8.97
Supplementary Motor Area Left (-6, -1, 58) 138 6.93
Pallidum Left (-24, -1, -2) 17 5.20
Precentral Gyrus Right (48, -1, 46) 12 5.14
b. V>Fix:
Superior Occipital Gyrus Left (-9, -94, 4) 3382 22.16
Postcentral Gyrus Left (-45, -19, 55) 272 8.33
pSuperior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, -37, 7) 323 8.20
Precentral Gyrus Right (51, 2, 49) 248 6.54
pSuperior Temporal Gyrus Left (-54, -46, 13) 177 6.50
Thalamus Left (-21, -25, -2) 40 6.45
Thalamus Right (24, -25, -2) 20 6.17
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, orbital Right (42, 44, -14) 72 6.10
Putamen Left (-27, -1, -2) 81 5.96
Supplementary Motor Area Left (-6, 2, 58) 40 5.63
c. A>V:
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, -13, 1) 1103 15.97
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-45, -25, 7) 953 14.45
Precuneus Right (27, -46, 13) 27 5.67
Superior Parietal Gyrus Left (-21, -49, 61) 25 5.29
d. V>A:
Superior Occipital Gyrus Left (-9, -97, 4) 3880 22.81
Cuneus Right (18, -94, 7)
Thalamus Left (-21, -28, -2) 50 7.68
Thalamus Right (21, -28, 1) 49 7.66
Middle Frontal Gyrus, orbital Right (30, 38, -17) 16 5.63
e. AV>Fix:
Superior Occipital Gyrus Left (-9, -94, 4) 3678 22.65
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-45, -25, 7) 1950 16.53
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, -16, 1) 1537 15.14
Postcentral Gyrus Left (-45, -19, 58) 329 10.42
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, orbital Right (42, 44, -14) 151 6.4
Middle Frontal Gyrus Left (39, 14, 55) 66 5.86
Supplementary Motor Area Left (-6, 2, 55) 32 5.67
Superior Frontal Gyrus, medial Right (12, 56, 34) 13 5.19
Putamen Right (27, 5, -2) 13 4.84
Table 1: Results of independently contrasting unimodal (a & b) and cross-modal
(e) conditions against fixation and directly contrasting audio and visual unimodal
conditions (c & d). Contrasts were height thresholded (t(57) = 4.682) to dis-
play voxels reaching a significance level of p < 0.05 with FWE correction and an
additional minimum cluster size of 10 contiguous voxels. MNI coordinates and
T-scores are from the peak voxel of a region.
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3. Results
3.1. Unimodal and Bimodal Face-Voice Processing
Regions activating more to auditory speech than the fixation condition were,
bilateral STG, bilateral precentral gyrus, left cerebellum, left supplementary mo-
tor area and left pallidum (Table 1a). When testing for regions that respond more
to auditory than visual speech, again bilateral STG was significant as was right
precuneus and left superior parietal gyrus (Table 1c and Fig.2a). However, the re-
sponse profiles (Fig. 2a - right panel) of both the precuneus and superior parietal
gyrus indicated that the significant result was driven by a deactivation to visual
stimulation compared to fixation rather than increased activity to auditory stimu-
lation.
Regions activating more to visual speech than the fixation condition were,
bilateral occipital cortex, bilateral posterior STG, left postcentral gyrus, right pre-
central gyrus, bilateral thalamus, right inferior frontal gyrus, left putamen and
left supplementary motor area (Table 1b). When testing for regions that respond
more to visual than auditory speech, again bilateral occipital cortex and thalamus
were significant as was an orbital portion of right middle frontal gyrus (Table 1d
and Fig.2a). The response profiles of all regions found to respond more to visual
than auditory speech displayed more activation for visual than fixation conditions
(although not significantly more for the orbital part of middle frontal gyrus) and
marginally deactivated for auditory compared to fixation conditions (Fig. 2a - left
panel).
Regions activating more to audiovisual speech than fixation were, bilateral
occipital and temporal cortex, left postcentral gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus,
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left middle frontal gyrus, left supplementary motor area, right superior frontal
gyrus and right putamen (Table 1e).
3.2. Face-Voice Integration Criteria
Super-additive responses were found in regions of both left and right occipital
cortex and in right precentral gyrus (Table 2a and Fig.2b). However, the response
profiles of the occipital regions indicate that the significant super-additive result
is actually driven by a deactivation to auditory stimuli relative to baseline. In the
precentral gyrus, there is actually deactivation for all conditions.
Using FWE correction at a significance level of p<0.05, no regions were found
to meet the max criteria. At an uncorrected significance level of p<0.001 and a
minimum cluster size of 10 voxels only the left hippocampus passed the max
criteria (Table 2b and Fig.2c) and examination of the response profile supports
this finding.
Bilateral occipital cortex, bilateral STC and bilateral thalamus all passed the
mean criteria. The response profiles of the occipital regions and thalamus indicate
that the bimodal response is similar to the unimodal visual response while the
mean is lower due to the deactivation during the auditory condition. The opposite
situation is found in bilateral STC. Note that we do not display the regions or
response profiles meeting the mean criteria because all are the same as or largely
overlap regions displayed in unimodal contrasts (Fig. 2a).
Also, a conjunction analysis revealed, right cerebellum, left postcentral gyrus,
bilateral posterior STC and left pallidum, as regions responding significantly more
to both unimodal conditions than fixation (Table 2d and Fig.2d).
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Contrast: Hemisphere MNI coordinates Cluster Size T
Region (x, y, z) (voxels)
a. AV>(A+V):
Inferior Occipital Gyrus Right (24, -94, -2) 802 11.15
Middle Occipital Gyrus Left (-30, -91, -5) 747 9.43
Precentral Gyrus Right (39, -25, 64) 590 7.24
b. (AV>A)∩(AV>V) p<0.001:
Hippocampus Left (-30, -28, 1) 14 4.49
c. AV>mean(A,V):
Superior Occipital Gyrus Left (-9, -97, 4) 3162 14.93
Cuneus Right (18, -94, 7)
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-45, -25, 7) 730 11.06
Thalamus Left (-21, -28, -2)
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, -13, 1) 558 10.3
Thalamus Right (21, -28, -2)
d. A>Fix∩V>Fix:
Cerebellum Right (21, -52, -23) 114 8.97
Postcentral Gyrus Left (-45, -19, 55) 222 8.33
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (51, -37, 7) 317 8.20
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-54, -46, 13) 113 6.50
Supplementary Motor Area Left (-6, 2, 58) 39 5.63
Pallidum Left (-24, -1, -2) 17 5.20
Table 2: Regions of face-voice integration according to: a. super-additive criteria,
b. max criteria at a significance level of p<0.001 uncorrected, c. mean criteria. d.
displays regions found to significantly activate to both unimodal conditions. MNI
coordinates and T-scores are from the peak voxel of a region.
3.3. Connectivity Analysis
PPI analysis using regions found significant in the super-additive contrast as
seed regions and this contrast [AV>(A+V)] as the psychological factor of interest
highlight an increased connectivity between both the right inferior occipital gyrus
and left middle occipital gyrus and bilateral STC (Table 3). No regions were
found to have increased connectivity with the right precentral gyrus in bimodal
relative to unimodal conditions. PPI analysis based on the max criteria found no
regions with significantly increased connectivity to the left hippocampus, even at
a threshold of p<0.001 uncorrected. That is, no regions showed enhanced connec-
tivity to audiovisual conditions compared to both unimodal conditions. Using sig-
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PPI Seed: Hemisphere MNI coordinates Cluster Size T
Region (x, y, z) (voxels)
Super-additive contrast as psychological variable
Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus [24, -94, -2]
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-48, -19, -2) 550 7.95
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (52, -10, 1) 402 7.84
Left Middle Occipital Gyrus [-30, -91, -5]
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (48, -13, 1) 933 10.86
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-48, -25, -4) 1046 10.81
Mean criteria contrast as psychological variable
Left Superior Occipital Gyrus [-9, -97, 4]
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (54, -16, 1) 933 8.46
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-60, -13, 10) 563 8.21
Left Superior Temporal Gyrus [-45, -25, 7]
Calcarine Sulcus Right (21, -91, 4) 1641 11.75
Lingual Gyrus Left (-12, -85, -5)
Postcentral Gyrus Left (-45, -19, 58) 11 6.77
Right Superior Temporal Gyrus [51, -13, 1]
Fusiform Gyrus Right (33, -67, -11) 1418 10.05
Lingual Gyrus Left (-12, -85, -8)
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (54, -13, -2) 18 7.78
Hippocampus Left (-21, -28, -5) 12 7.41
Postcentral Gyrus Left (-45, -19, 55) 20 7.06
Superior Temporal Gyrus Right (54, -37, -7) 25 6.94
Superior Temporal Gyrus Left (-57, -37, -7) 11 6.85
Table 3: Results of PPI analysis, outlining regions with enhanced connectivity
with seed regions from the super-additive and mean criteria contrasts. No regions
showed enhanced connectivity in the PPI analysis using the max criteria.
nificant regions from the mean criterion as seeds and this contrast [AV>mean(A,
V)] as the psychological factor of interest, mainly highlighted increased connec-
tivity between superior temporal and occipital regions for audiovisual conditions
compared to the mean of the unimodal conditions (Table 3).
4. Discussion
Using a single dataset and ecological stimuli, dynamic movies of audiovisual
speech, we have shown that the super-additive, max and mean criteria of multi-
sensory integration revealed different loci of audiovisual speech integration. The
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super-additive and mean criteria revealed mostly ’sensory-specific’ regions, simi-
lar to those observed in unimodal contrasts. The max criterion appeared the most
stringent, highlighting only the left hippocampus.
4.1. Unimodal Face and Voice Perception
In line with previous work (reviewed in, Belin et al., 2004; Hickok and Poep-
pel, 2000; Scott and Johnsrude, 2003), perceiving speech from auditory cues of the
voice, involved bilateral temporal cortex. While testing for loci of auditory speech
perception, the importance of exploring response profiles in fMRI research was
further highlighted (Beauchamp, 2005; Goebel and van Atteveldt, 2009). With-
out examination of the response profiles of the precuneus and superior parietal
cortex these regions would also have been classified as voice processing areas.
Both regions were found significant in a contrast (A>V) designed to define voice
processing areas; however, neither activated more to unimodal auditory speech
than baseline, hence it would be wrong to classify them as involved in perceiving
auditory speech (Fig. 2a - right panel).
Perceiving speech from visual face cues involved bilateral occipital cortex,
bilateral thalamus and an orbital part of right middle frontal gyrus; all have pre-
viously been implicated in face perception as well as visual perception in general
(Hole and Bourne, 2010). Also, and in support of previous findings (Calvert,
1997; Puce et al., 1998; Bernstein et al., 2002; Olson et al., 2002; Wright et al.,
2003), bilateral STC responded to the articulating mouth movements of speech
without any auditory stimulation. There is some debate as to whether activations
in STC caused by lipreading extend into primary auditory cortex or not (Calvert,
1997; Bernstein et al., 2002). The STC activation found in the current study is in
a posterior portion of STC and thus not believed to be overlapping with primary
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auditory cortex. However, our experimental design was not optimised to exam-
ine this question and our analysis did not make use of defining primary auditory
cortex individually (Pekkola et al., 2005) hence, we cannot rule out the possibility
that it is activated by lipreading.
4.2. Bimodal Face-Voice Perception
Audiovisual perception of speech mainly involved the occipital and temporal
areas that were also activated during unimodal face and voice conditions, respec-
tively. The super-additivity criteria, which is commonly used to highlight loci
of multisensory face-voice integration (e.g. Calvert et al., 2000; Joassin et al.,
2011a, b) was met by bilateral occipital regions and right precentral gyrus in the
current study. It was clear that the significant super-additive effect was driven
by the audiovisual speech condition being contrasted to the sum of a positive vi-
sual response and a large negative auditory response. In Fig. 3 of both Joassin
et al. (2011a) and Joassin et al. (2011b) the authors also highlight that their super-
additive effects in occipital and temporal cortex are the result of the bimodal
response being compared to the sum of a positive and a negative unimodal re-
sponse, which they nevertheless interpret as multisensory integration. However,
the interpretation of this situation is complicated and it remains an open question
whether we can really infer integration from this type of response profile (Calvert
et al., 2001; Goebel and van Atteveldt, 2009). The super-additive criteria is of-
ten described as the strictest of the multisensory integration criteria. However,
this is only true when the implementation of it is restricted to brain regions show-
ing increased activity for both unimodal conditions relative to baseline. Other-
wise, ’sensory-specific’ cortices, which deactivate to stimulation of other senses,
are likely to be categorised as super-additive and multisensory in nature (Goebel
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and van Atteveldt, 2009). To our knowledge there is only one published result
that meets this restricted super-additive response with non-degraded audiovisual
speech stimuli. Calvert et al. (2000) found a region (8 voxels) of the left superior
temporal sulcus that was activated by both unimodal visual and auditory speech
and satisfied the super-additivity criteria. Here we did not find such a region and
can only speculate as to some of the possible reasons. Calvert et al. (2000) pre-
sented the bottom half of the face in their stimuli, while we presented full face. It
is possible that due to stimulus effectiveness, full faces produce a stronger signal
in this region, which results in unimodal saturation of the BOLD signal. Support
for the idea that stimulus factors play a role in response amplitude in this region
comes from a study in which a similar area was found to respond more to dynamic
than static faces (Campbell et al., 2001).
The only region of the brain that met the max criteria was the left hippocam-
pus, albeit only when using a less conservative significance level. This adds some
support to the proposal of Joassin et al. (2011b), that the hippocampus is a key
region in the integration of faces and voices. Also using the max criteria, Szycik
et al. (2008) found bilateral superior temporal sulcus to be involved in face-voice
integration. Two possible reasons why we do not find temporal cortex to pass the
max criteria while they do, are stimulus related. First, they present a static face in
their unimodal auditory condition and second, they add white noise to their audi-
tory and audiovisual stimuli. We incorporate neither of these factors into our stim-
uli and the lack of auditory noise in our stimuli, in particular, could have played
a crucial role in the difference between the two studies. Lowering the signal-
to-noise ratio of stimuli can help to prevent multisensory integration effects being
missed due to saturation of the BOLD signal from at least one unimodal conditions
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(Goebel and van Atteveldt, 2009). Preventing BOLD saturation to enable larger
and more detectable multisensory interactions is a very similar concept to the prin-
ciple of inverse effectiveness described at the neuronal level (Stein and Meredith,
1993). Making use of these concepts, (Stevenson et al., 2007) highlighted the
usefulness of presenting stimuli at threshold level, in enabling audiovisual super-
additive effects to be found in STC. The same group strongly emphasised the
advantage of using this technique by parametrically mapping out, using different
signal-to-noise ratios, the change from not being able to find super-additive effects
to doing so for both speech and non-speech stimuli (Stevenson and James, 2009).
Using the mean criteria, in the current study, to define regions as integrating
faces and voices would implicate the occipital and temporal regions, which were
already found to process the unimodal visual and auditory stimulation. Examina-
tion of response profiles from these regions shows almost no difference between
the response to the combined face-voice and the ’sensory-specific’ unimodal re-
sponse of the region. As pointed out by Goebel and van Atteveldt (2009), the
mean criteria, similar to super-additive, is inclined to classify ’sensory-specific’
regions of the brain as multisensory due to the reduction of the ’sensory-specific’
response in the mean calculation.
It is clear that the choice of statistical criteria has a large impact on which re-
gions are found to be involved in face/voice integration using fMRI (Table 2 and
Figure 2). Goebel and van Atteveldt (2009) provide extensive discussion of the
relative merits of each criterion of multisensory integration and conclude that they
all have limitations in fMRI research. The fact that our super-additive effects were
the result of summing negative and positive unimodal responses and that we may
have failed to replicate integration effects based on the max criteria due to BOLD
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saturation further emphasise these limitations using a single data set. Moreover,
it has been argued that there has been an overemphasis on super-additivity as be-
ing the litmus test for multisensory integration and that a failure to explore other
criteria could have a detrimental effect on our understanding of integration mech-
anisms (Stanford and Stein, 2007). Therefore, multisensory research using fMRI
would benefit from exploring several integration criteria in the same experiment
as was done here. Furthermore, combining them with other experimental ma-
nipulations (e.g. congruency and signal-to-noise ratio) would be instrumental in
enabling strong conclusions about the occurrence of multisensory integration in a
particular region.
Our connectivity analysis revealed increased connectivity between occipital
and temporal regions for bimodal stimulation relative to unimodal conditions.
The existence of such connectivity and its increase in bimodal situations is gen-
erally interpreted as providing a mechanism of multisensory integration (Joassin
et al., 2011a, b). However, in these ’sensory-specific’ temporal regions the gen-
eral response to unimodal visual stimulation, in the current study, was a deacti-
vation relative to baseline. Similarly, using non-speech stimuli, Laurienti et al.
(2002) highlighted deactivations, in auditory (temporal) cortex during unimodal
visual presentation and also in visual (occipital) cortex during auditory stimula-
tion. These ”cross-modal inhibitory processes” were described, by the authors,
as being ”switched off” during audiovisual stimulation, in which the bimodal
response was as large as the ’sensory-specific’ unimodal response. Hence, an-
other interpretation of increased connectivity, is that it reflects the addition of this
”switching off” process. However, this speculation requires direct empirical test-
ing.
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The results presented here and the discussion of the literature suggest that
comparing bimodal to unimodal stimulus conditions using the, super-additive,
max or mean criteria of multisensory integration is not the best way to uncover
loci of face-voice integration. Although they are all valid approaches and provide
important information, much care has to be taken when interpreting the results
(Beauchamp, 2005; Calvert and Thesen, 2004; Goebel and van Atteveldt, 2009).
As discussed above, using a combination of these criteria alongside manipulations
of cross-modal congruency and/or the signal-to-noise ratio of unimodal conditions
may prove to be a more cogent method of investigating the cerebral correlates of
face-voice integration with fMRI.
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Figure 1: Stimulus illustration. Left: Italian actor. Right: British actor. Top
row: three frames of each movie. Bottom row: waveforms for the word ”domani”
(left) and ”tomorrow” (right).
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Figure 2: Significant activations from statistical contrasts. A. Significant activa-
tions to unimodal conditions. In blue: response to visual stimuli greater than to
auditory. In red: response to auditory stimuli greater than to visual. B. Significant
activations for the super-additive contrast. C. Significant activations found using
the max criteria; max criteria was defined by using a conjunction between audio-
visual greater than audio and audiovisual greater than visual (see design matrix on
the left; p < 0.001 uncorrected). D. Significant activations for the conjunction of
audio greater than fixation and visual greater than fixation. All bar graphs display
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